Meeting 5 - Post Meeting Survey

#1
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 8:28:06 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 8:31:21 AM
00:03:14
24.143.97.91

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Deborah Jacobs

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
I think that the agency should have discretion and criteria to determine priorities. All the types of cases listed above are important.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
ALL THE EVENTS leading up to the incident!

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
,
Other (please specify):
Officers involved in multiple shootings/critical incidents
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Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
,
Other (please specify):
EVERYTHING needed to conduct thorough and objective
investigations.

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
Would be great if the agency could also have a section that reviews the internal administrative investigations that departments do of
their critical incidents, such as the reports that OLEO did on Tommy Le and Mi'Chance Dunlap-Gittens shootings.
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#2
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 9:17:36 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 9:24:36 AM
00:06:59
96.69.222.66

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (Optional)
Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
If it is the policy of the state to conduct investigations of any sort, they should not place one investigation at a higher level of
importance than another. The investigative body must be staffed sufficient to meet the demands of the task and the expectations of
the public.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
The investigators should be only investigating the involved officer(s) and keep focused to the matter at hand. The public expects
police officers to be on the job. The longer these investigations take, or the more they include, the more disruptive it will be to staffing
and the provision of public safety services.

Q5

Other (please specify):

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

The body should not report on any of it. To be a truly
independent entity any "reporting" should be done through
the work of a third party. The investigative body should not
be conducting any politically driven reporting on its work.
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Q6

Search warrant authority ONLY

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.
Q7

Respondent skipped this question

Do you have any other recommendations?
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#3
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 9:19:49 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 9:30:37 AM
00:10:47
64.139.237.119

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Brian Moreno

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
It would make sense to prioritize cases lethal cases, yes.
Deadly force > in-custody deaths > serious bodily harm > sexual assault

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
There ought to be reasonable guidance to allow the lead investigator some flexibility. If they find that circumstances dictate a need to
look at prior events, then the scope ought to include that but a justification needs to be provided/demonstrated.

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state
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Q6

Search warrant authority ONLY,

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
The investigators should have access to the same level of information as law enforcement. If a detective would look at X information
for an alleged crime, there's no reason the investigative agency should not be able to pull the same type of information on law
enforcement. EG: Social media, administrative history, etc.
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#4
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 9:37:54 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 9:59:34 AM
00:21:40
216.57.213.187

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Eric Richey

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
Fatal shootings, lethal use of force and in-custody death should be given equal priority. After that, serious or substantial bodily harm
should be next. However, our work should culminate in a statute that is consistent with other statutory definitions. RCWs use the
term "Substantial bodily harm" means bodily injury which involves a temporary but substantial disfigurement, or which causes a
temporary but substantial loss or impairment of the function of any bodily part or organ, or which causes a fracture of any bodily part.
RCW 9a.04.110

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
All events surrounding the incident must be investigated in use of force investigations because they may indicate motive.
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Q5

Data on use of force incidents in the state,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
,
Other (please specify):
The investigative body should focus on investigating the
incident. Providing data and recommendations is important,
but secondary

Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
I'm wondering if the task force might consider a different direction than creating a new investigative agency. We may achieve similar
results, from less costly change by creating an independent agency that is given authority to review use of force investigations for
independence and credibility? This wouldn't be the big change that we all have been talking about, but it may be a more efficient way
to improve public trust, create consistent standards and possibly improve outcomes.
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#5
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 10:28:36 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 10:42:27 AM
00:13:51
167.72.44.20

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Rob Huss

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths,
Other (please specify):
Allegations of serious criminal police misconduct

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
Officer-involved use of deadly force and alleged serious criminal police misconduct.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
The investigative body must be accountable for completing comprehensive, professional criminal investigations to inform any
determination of whether the use of deadly force met the good faith standard established in RCW 9A.16.040; and satisfied other
applicable laws, and/or fully presents the facts concerning the alleged serious criminal misconduct/behavior. Completed investigations
by the investigative body must be provided to the appropriate prosecutor(s) for examination and thus any charging decision.
It will be critically important for this specialized investigative unit/organization to remain focused on this limited scope and ensure
transparency, trust, and flexibility to adapt to future changes.
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Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Other (please specify):
1). The State should work to establish a mandatory
statewide Use of Force (UOF) reporting system for
agencies, so we have accurate timely data. 2). The State
should establish a Community Advisory Panel ( Governor
appointed panel) to which the Investigative Body provides
timely overviews of current case status, findings of
completed cases, and an annual roll-up of demographic and
detailed information regarding UOF cases statewide.

Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
,
Other (please specify):
They must have the full legal authority within the State of
Washington to carry out all aspects of their specific,
identified mission.

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
The investigative body should be designed with a limited scope: Effectively and proficiently conducting investigations involving officerinvolved use of deadly force and alleged serious criminal police misconduct.
This investigative body should not be responsible for conducting administrative investigations.
The investigative body should be assembled with experienced commissioned law enforcement officers (with credentials from
Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission), forensic scientists, and civilians with clearly defined roles, and with the full
legal authority within the State of Washington to fulfill all aspect of its specific, identified mission.
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#6
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 10:59:57 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 11:31:48 AM
00:31:51
204.152.61.20

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Darrell lowe

Q2

All lethal use of force cases,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
1. Any case involving the death at the hands of officers
2. Sexual Assault allegations

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
The IIT should only investigate the action of the officers
A separate team should investigate the actions of the suspect

Q5

Other (please specify):

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Only the event they are investigating

Q6

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
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Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
not at this time
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#7
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 8:05:53 AM
Friday, September 11, 2020 12:17:07 PM
04:11:14
198.238.171.50

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Monica Alexander

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
everything listed above should be a priority.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
The entire case should remain one body.

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
,
Other (please specify):
The data on use of force should be reported as a whole as
well as by individual agencies.
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Q6

Search warrant authority ONLY,

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

Arrest authority ONLY,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
,
Other (please specify):
They should have enough power to conduct a proper
investigation. But to be a fully commissioned LE officer
they will have to maintain a certain level of training which
would be time consuming and expensive.

Q7

Respondent skipped this question

Do you have any other recommendations?
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#8
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 12:01:26 PM
Friday, September 11, 2020 12:22:02 PM
00:20:36
73.239.187.133

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Jim Bloss

Q2

All lethal use of force cases

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.
Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
lethal force

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
All of the events surrounding the incident including everything possible about the person using force (background, training and
education, lie-detector test, veteran service (when and where and any post service/exit/discharge medical exam results), past use of
force incidents, etc., et al.

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
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Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
,
Other (please specify):
Can't say until the actual organizational structure of the
investigative agency is initially determined - whatever
structure it should assure the results provide "all" of the
aspects of Kipling's 6 Honest Serving Men (what, who,
when, where, why and how).

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
The independent investigative agency and its processes and procedures need to be supported by concurrent changes to all of the
other impacting law & justice variables that need to be considered in this "change model" - RCWs, county codes, municipal codes,
policy and procedures at the city and municipal level, sentencing guidelines, court processes and procedures, prosecutorial
adjustments, law enforcement practices and policies "in the trenches/at the street level", etc., et al. To change just one part of the
justice system and not recognize that "every" other part of the law, justice and corrections continuum is/will be impacted in some way,
will only make for short-term/interim change to the overall justice system - and over a period of time even the brand new change will
become ineffective due to the impacts of the other variables not being changed concurrently at the same time. This is a basic
principle in organizational change theory - check it out - we need to at least point out this need within the end of task recommendations
we're making to the legislature - Otherwise they are only going to look at the fiscal cost of implementing this new investigative process
and little else - tell me that this isn't the case?
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#9
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 2:36:15 PM
Friday, September 11, 2020 2:52:45 PM
00:16:30
206.81.194.146

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (Optional)
Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
it should be case to case basis, every cases has important on it, depends on who are involved and should not be taken lightly

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
they need to look at all angle to ensure that they did not missed anything important or critical that can help or assist the investigation
of the cases, especially if they are working on cases that involved people of color and or immigrant and refugee. Culture, language
and religion is very important part of the investigation, need to be respectful, honest, and truthful to the community they served

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
,
Other (please specify):
anything that can help the community understand the cases
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Q6

Respondent skipped this question

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.
Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
we need to ensure that they use anti-oppression lenses when they do conduct/handle the investigation. they need to have a deeper
understanding of all the ism, different culture, and build the trust relationship to the community they will be serving.
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#10
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 2:49:31 PM
Friday, September 11, 2020 3:03:48 PM
00:14:17
73.221.11.54

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Jordan Chaney

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths,
Other (please specify):
Officers intimidating or bulling other officers into unethical
action or inaction

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
death, in-custody homocide, sexual assault, bodily harm, officer-to-officer intimidation, harassment or bullying

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
Yes, all events, because then the investigation will point at what this Task Force was originated for: racial justice in the area of
policing. If the traffic stop is discovered to be racially motivated through profiling, then we can look at the use of force being racially
motivated as well. Which needs to be illegal.
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Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
,
Other (please specify):
The Department, City Council, and the Media's handling of
the Black Death Injustice

Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,
Search warrant authority ONLY,
Arrest authority ONLY,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
,
Other (please specify):
Jurisdiction, the agency should have an oversight
committee

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
yes, I would like to have space to introduce the ideas and elements of a part I added to 940 called "The Juliet Standard". This would
be a provisions/obligations to the family and the community of the victim of police use of force.
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#11
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Friday, September 11, 2020 5:28:28 PM
Friday, September 11, 2020 5:33:35 PM
00:05:07
172.56.42.80

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Katrina

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
deadly force

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
All of the surrounding evidence that led to the use of deadly force. Also the history and temperament of the officer.

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
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Q6

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

Search warrant authority ONLY,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
The history of the officer and racism and whire supremacy ideology
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#12
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Sunday, September 13, 2020 9:18:29 PM
Sunday, September 13, 2020 9:28:05 PM
00:09:36
67.182.140.209

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (Optional)
Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths,
Other (please specify):
Hate Crimes or Race-Bias Crimes on duty or off duty; lethal
use of force cases off duty, serious bodily harm off duty,
sex assault cases off duty

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
Lethal force, serious bodily harm, sex assault, in custody deaths

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
All the events surrounding the incident, including the stop, the number of prior contacts had by the department or officer who took the
life; with the victim of the homicide; motive, bias

Q5

Use of force incident reports

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.
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Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,
Search warrant authority ONLY,
Arrest authority ONLY,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency
,
Other (please specify):
*including subpoena power, access to
judge/magistrate/prosecutor

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
We need extra meetings to accomplish the work; we need transparency of the survey results, we need to apply Teri's questions to all
topics and decision points, we need an opportunity to review and discuss actual recommendations with a public vote on each; we need
public votes on every critical decision, we need to have deeper discussion instead of scripted discussion, from now forward; we must
address access to the whole conversation; we should be able to have conversation in the chat and the chat should be public for the
tvw viewers to see.
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#13
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Monday, September 14, 2020 4:45:54 PM
Monday, September 14, 2020 4:56:28 PM
00:10:34
96.93.105.130

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Spike Unruh

Q2

All lethal use of force cases,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
Lethal Force

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
Focus should be on the use of force.

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state

Q6

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.
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Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
The role of the entity should be oversight of current IITs, as recently established in the WACs, with the ability to later expand. This
oversight can begin almost immediately.
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#14
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Tuesday, September 15, 2020 4:44:28 PM
Tuesday, September 15, 2020 4:48:26 PM
00:03:58
75.172.26.114

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Jay Henry Hollingsworth

Q2

All lethal use of force cases,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths,
Other (please specify):
Racism

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
No prioritization

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
See group letter

Q5

Other (please specify):

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

See group Letter

Q6

Other (please specify):

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

See group Letter
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Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
See group Letter
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#15
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 1:51:08 PM
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 2:21:19 PM
00:30:11
73.181.239.94

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Tim Reynon

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
I feel this question is asking us to limit the scope of this investigative body, when we were tasked with coming up with
recommendations to the governor on how to appropriately address independent investigations. Given the answer to the previous
question, I believe this independent investigative body should be given the authority, responsibility and resources to conduct all of
those types of investigations, not limit it to one or another type of investigation.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
I believe the investigative body should investigate all of the events surrounding the the use of force incident, including what lead to the
stop in the first place to determine whether it was necessary. I don't believe the investigative body should investigate any crime that
was alleged to have occurred that caused the interaction with police to occur, but I do think the investigative body should look into the
events that led up to the use of force to determine whether it was reasonable and necessary. The investigative body should also
investigate any criminal conduct allegedly committed by an officer/officers that occurred after the use of force, e.g., planting of
evidence, false statements, intimidating witnesses, etc.
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Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,

Q6

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns

Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency

Q7

Respondent skipped this question

Do you have any other recommendations?
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#16
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 7:26:33 PM
Wednesday, September 16, 2020 7:33:05 PM
00:06:32
24.56.246.114

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
Kimberly Mosolf

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths,
Other (please specify):
Agency should be able to take investigations upon referral
from governor (or perhaps others) under special
circumstances

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
If the agency is resources and funded in an appropriate way, it shouldn't have to prioritize and instead should be able to investigate all
the types of cases it is charged with investigating.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
Generally, the agency should focus on the use of force incident. It should not be investigating whether the preceding stop (or criminal
trespass, burglary, or whatever alleged crime) occurred and constituted a crime, but should be looking at all the circumstances and
conditions leading up to the UOF incident. It should also look into any criminal misconduct that grows from the UOF incident (e.g.
intimidating witnesses or falsifying statements).
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Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
,
Other (please specify):
I'm generally in favor of data, transparency, and
identification of patters/systemic issues. However, I also
believe that asking teh agency to report on ALL use of force
incidents may be overly ambitious. It might make more
sense to focus reporting on the UOF included in the
agency's jurisdiction, at least initially.

Q6

Other (please specify):

What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

I believe the agency should be able to access
administrative records, subpoena records, and have power
to apply enough leverage necessary to obtain the
information and evidence it needs. I am having trouble
answering this question without more information. For
example, what powers does the criminal investigation unit at
the AGO have?

Q7

Respondent skipped this question

Do you have any other recommendations?
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#17
COMPLETE
Collector:
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Last Modified:
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IP Address:

Web Link 1 (Web Link)
Thursday, September 17, 2020 2:51:56 PM
Thursday, September 17, 2020 2:53:39 PM
00:01:43
146.129.245.181

Page 1
Q1
Name (Optional)
James Schrimpsher

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
lethal force only

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
just the force case

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
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Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,
Search warrant authority ONLY,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
House this in the Auditor's Office
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Collector:
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Last Modified:
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Web Link 1 (Web Link)
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Q1
Name (Optional)
Ben Krauss

Q2

Fatal shootings,

What types of cases should the investigative organization
investigate? Please select all that apply.

All lethal use of force cases,
Serious bodily harm,
Sexual assault cases,
In-custody deaths,
Other (please specify):
All serious police misconduct.

Q3
If the investigative body investigates more than lethal force cases, what cases should be prioritized? e.g. lethal force
Lethal force incidents should be prioritized followed by all serious misconduct.

Q4
Should the investigative body investigate only the use of force incident or should they look at all of the events
surrounding the incident, such as the stop, etc.?
Yes, the events surrounding the incident should be looked at to provide context and more complete understanding of the situation
.

Q5

Use of force incident reports,

What should the investigative body report on? Please
select all that apply.

Data on use of force incidents in the state,
Recommendations for policy changes based on
incidents or patterns
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Q6
What powers or authority should be vested in the
investigative agency? Please select all that apply.

The same authority as a fully commissioned law
enforcement officer
,
Access to administrative records from the responsible
law enforcement agency

Q7
Do you have any other recommendations?
An independent investigation and prosecutorial division should be created within the Office of the Attorney General to investigate all
law enforcement use of lethal force and all serious police misconduct.
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